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Moreover, (here is often a chain of causation, so (hat a claim
made against a retailer is passed on to the distributor, to the
wholesaler and eventually to the manufacturer. This means
increased legal costs. One of the most striking illustrations is the
case of Willis v. Benlalh, Ltd, (1933) (supra), which concerned
the sale of fur trimming and caused dermatitis. The third parties
were Dcbenhams, Ltd., the wholesalers from whom the retailers
purchased the trimming in bulk; the fourth parties were Astra-
chans, Ltd., the manufacturers of the trimming; the fifth parties
were Smithsbn-Gledhill, Ltd., the dyers; and the sixth parties
were Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd,, the manufacturers of
the dye. The amount of the damages was only £172 Us. and
the costs were out of all proportion thereto. Judgment was
given for the plaintiff against Bcntalls, Ltd., for the sum named,
for the defendants against the third party, for the third party
against the fourth party, and for the fourth parly against the
fifth party, in each instance with certain costs, and the issue
between the fifth and sixth parties was determined separately,
THE GOODS CONCERNED
Products liabilities concern goods of all kinds iti the widest
sense, and whether the goods are sold, supplied, manufactured,
processed, stored or handled. There are no limitations as re-
gards classes of goods within the provisions of the Sale of Goods
Act, 1893, and the same applies to contract and tort generally,
At the same time, the type of goods determines the degree
of care required and may affect the extent of the liability. This
has been illustrated by reference to goods which arc inherently
dangerous, and the extent of the warning given may need to be
varied according to the kind of goods.
The containers, too, in which the goods are packed or dis-
tributed may give rise to liability; for instance, defective bottles
which break on opening or even explode and cause serious hand
injuries. Sale of Goods Act liability extends to containers, such
as bottles, although by the terms of the contract no property in
the bottles, passes to the buyer. In Geddling v, March (1920), 36
T.L.R. 337, the plaintiff kept a small general shop and sold
mineral waters obtained from the defendant. The defendant
charged 3d. for the contents of each bottle and Id. for the bottle,
and the plaintiff got Id. back if she returned the bottle. While
she was serving a customer, the plaintiff placed in its case a
bottle of lime juice and soda when the bottle exploded and
seriously injured her. It was held that when under a contract
of sale mineral waters are supplied in bottles not only the con-

